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Fashion Show
April 29, 2022

This year everyone was so excited and looked forward to the Fashion Show. It had 
been two years waiting due to COVID. We always aim for a different theme, with this 
year’s theme “The 70’s.” The room was decorated with fun decorations including 
tablecloths, backdrops, disco ball necklaces, neon colors throughout, and fun
balloons. Several opted to get 70’s costumes and wigs to wear on the runway. The 
evening was hosted by two individuals of CSC. The stage was ready with the Red 
Carpet and a runway for the models to show their moves and poses. The DJ made 
sure to engage everyone with music and many danced the evening away. We had 
plenty of delicious pizzas, wings, chips and sodas for all. It was a great memorable 
night with many pictures to share.
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Memorial Day
Cook-Out
May 27, 2022
Each year Center for Social Change celebrates Memo-
rial Day by remembering the lives that were lost by the 
brave veterans for this country. Although it was raining 
throughout the day, we moved all the fun indoors. With 
the help of staff, we decorated the entire space with 
patriotic decorations including a beautiful US flag 
backdrop for pictures. The food was delicious which 

included hamburgers, hot dogs, mac 
and cheese, and salads. The DJ made 
sure to get the dance floor moving with 
a great playlist and fun lighting. Lots of 
pictures and memories were captured.
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Smithsonian Zoo

The Summer kick started with a trip to 
the Smithsonian Zoo in Washington DC. 
A large group from our Day Habilitation 
Program went and had a lot of fun. The 
proof are the wonderful pictures they 
took with the various animals. They also 
had lunch there and continued explor-
ing the zoo till they were tired and ready 
to return.

June 16, 2022
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Monster Jam
Monster jam is a very popular show offered each year at the Royal Farms Arena in 
Baltimore. The individuals look forward to this truck show which features massive 
trucks with multiple stunts and tricks 
that end up racing to determine the 
final winner. It is very exciting to 
watch and great entertainment. Our 
individuals absolutely love this show 
and look forward to it each year.

June 11, 2022



Summer Carnival
This year’s Summer Carnival was extremely fun! Luckily it was a sunny bright day, 
and we were able to enjoy outside on our back patio. This carnival is celebrated in 
accordance to 4th of July with various games and activities. It is a true carnival with 
a duck pond, the royal flush tank, inflatable full basketball court, and a jump house. 
We also had several entertainers, such as a great DJ, a very talented caricaturist, a 
face painter, and a balloon twister. The catered BBQ food was also amazing and 
very much enjoyed by everyone. 

July 1, 2022
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